CLARIFICATIONS RELATED TO THE PROCEDURE FOR AWARDING STORAGE CAPACITY FOR
PEAK SERVICE WITH SEASONAL INJECTION CAPACITY FOR THERMAL YEAR 2020-2021
March, 13th 2020
In consideration of the particular situation and in relation to the requests for clarification received, Edison
Stoccaggio informs as follows.
It will be postponed to 2 pm cet of March, 16th 2020 the deadline to confirm the Purchase Requests in Escomas
and the deadline to deliver the original documentation.
Moreover, the absence of initials on contracts signed with Digital Signature and, similarly, also on contracts
with holographic signature will not be considered as a reason for exclusion.
Referring to point 5.1 (Delivering of hardcopies) of the Procedure, it’s not requested to insert in the envelope
the documents showing proof of the completed bank transfer of the security deposit.
Referring to point 4 (Purchase Request) of the Procedure, Edison Stoccaggio admits that:
- the Purchase request can be signed with holographic signature or with Digital Signature (in CAdES mode)
with the annexed time stamp. We specify that the time stamp is a service provided by the main companies
that deal with pec, digital signature, trust services;
- the Purchase Request can be signed by a different person than the Entity (signatory/s of the contract) only
if the Entity gives or empowers such persons with specific delegation through a declaration on company
letterhead , signed by the Entitled Entity (subscribed by both Entitled Entities if joint signature is envisaged).
This declaration must be uploaded to Escomas and it must also include a copy of the identification document
of the people who receives this delegation. The declaration, which it is conferred with, can be signed both
holographically and with a digital signature (in CAdES mode) by the Subject entitled and with a time
stamp. If the above documentation is signed holographically, it must be delivered in original by 11:00 on 16th
March 2020. Indeed, if it is not already uploaded as part of other documentation, it can be uploaded to
Escomas, before confirmation of the Purchase Request, using the "Ulteriori allegati alla Richiesta" function.
Referring to point 6 (Assignment) of the Procedure, it is allowed the name and email to communicate the
results are not written on the Purchese Request but sent to stoccaggio@edison.it within 11:00 a.m. 16 March
2020.
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